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This study provides the context, rationale and

analytical framework of the finance-neutral output

gap (FNOG) of an economy. In the conventional

(inflation-neutral) output gap measure, inflation is

the sole indicator of the state of the economy; in

other words, imbalances in the economy are

reflected solely in high or low inflation in this

measure. However, in the FNOG, heightened levels

of financial variables in the form of excessive credit

growth and unsustainable asset market returns are

the key sources of imbalances rather than inflation.

A comparison of the conventional output gap

versus FNOG in the Indian context suggests

significant divergence between the two. Latest data

suggest that the FNOG in India has closed in recent

quarters faster than the conventional output gap

due to an acceleration in credit growth and buoyant

asset market conditions.

The output gap represents the deviation of actual

output from the “potential” output, the latter

defined as the maximum level of economic activity

that an economy can achieve when operating at full

capacity. The output gap can be positive or negative

and it is reflective of the cyclical position of the

economy. A positive output gap, which results

when actual output is above potential output,

reflects excess demand in the economy which can

generate inflationary pressures. In contrast, a

negative output gap actual output being lower

than potential output occurs when the available

resources in the economy are not fully utilised and

reflects deficient demand.

The output gap, being a summary measure of

demand conditions in the economy, provides a

useful indicator of the state of the macro economy

and is used as an important input for monetary

policy. Conventionally, inflation has been seen as

the sole symptom of macroeconomic imbalances in

the economy, captured by fluctuations in various

measures of the output gap. However, there have

been instances in history, when inflation was low

and stable, even as output was expanding

unsustainably.

A case in point was a massive build-up of financial

imbalances as reflected in excessive credit growth

and high asset prices before the global financial

crisis (GFC) hit in August 2008.Large credit growth

fuelled demand for housing and other assets,

driving up their prices and increasing incomes of

both households and firms. This encouraged banks

further to extend credit for financing more

investment. Economic expansion resulting from

new capacity additions itself eased the supply

constraints and led to an increase in the overall

growth in many economies. Further, this strong

financial boom resulted in large capital flows to

emerging market economies, leading to

appreciation of their currencies. These factors

exerted downward pressure on prices keeping

inflation benign. Going by conventional wisdom

one could interpret that such high economic

growth coupled with benign inflation was

sustainable. However, a closer look at financial

sector data revealed that this rapid economic

growth spurred by the financial boom, resulted in

large misallocation of resources and unsustainable

asset prices. Once the crisis hit and financial

conditions turned tight, aggregate demand

worsened and many of these economies eventually

plunged into a prolonged recessionary phase.
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The above referred developments led to a new

measure of output gap, popularly known as the

finance-neutral output gap or FNOG (Borio et al.,

2013), which evaluates the sustainability of

economic growth based on financial developments

captured by movements in bank credit and asset

markets, rather than inflation. In this measure, the

positive output gap reflects overheating in the

economy due to excessive financial market

activities, while negative output gap reflects the

existence of a slack in the economy due to depressed

financial conditions. Leading central banks,

including the Bank of England, the European

Central Bank, Banco de Espan , a, etc., use the

FNOG as one of the inputs for monetary policy.

International organisations such as the

International Monetary Fund (IMF), the Bank for

International Settlements (BIS) and the Asian

Development Bank (ADB) have also emphasised

the usefulness of the FNOG for monetary policy.

The estimation of output gap incorporating

financial market information has gained

popularity in recent years. The FNOG measure,

which incorporates financial market indicators,

provides a useful addition to a set of indicators used

for assessing the state of economy for policy

purposes. The inflation-neutral output gap

measure has relied on inflation as the source of

imbalances in the economy. However, this measure

failed to capture the imbalances arising from high

credit growth and asset market returns in the pre-

GFC period. The FNOG takes into account

financial sector indicators, such as credit and asset

market variables, for estimating the output gap.

The FNOG estimated for the period Q1:2006-07 to

Q3:2017-18 in the Indian context provides useful

insights into the state of the economy, especially in

periods of high/low credit growth and stock market

returns, which conventional measures do not. The

FNOG remained negative from Q3:2014:15

onwards, but almost closed by Q2:2017:18. A

comparison of the FNOG with the inflation-

neutral output gap suggests that during Q1:2012-13

to Q4:2014-15, the FNOG remained above the

inflation-neutral output gap. However, from

Q1:2015-16 to Q4:2016-17, the FNOG remained

much below the inflation-neutral output gap,

driven mostly by low credit growth. From Q1:2017-

18, both the inflation-neutral output gap and the

FNOG remained negative but tended to close

gradually. However, the FNOG tended to close

faster than the inflation-neutral output gap.

Source: www.rbi.org.in
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Yields on long-dated bonds are made up of two

parts: the returns expected from comparable,

shorter-dated instruments over the same time

period, and an additional component, or term

premium. This term premium is normally thought

of as the extra return (a risk premium) that

investors demand to compensate them for the risk

associated with a long-term bond. But it may also be

influenced by supply and demand imbalances for a

specific instrument, or several other factors.

Typically, expected interest rates and term premia

are extracted using models based on a small number

of risk factors, under the assumption that

consistency is maintained between yields at

different maturities through the absence of

arbitrage opportunities. The models are estimated

from market data, in some cases supplemented by

survey data and macroeconomic indicators.

In this Special Feature, the authors examine some

methods and models used to distinguish these

different bond yield components. They focus on

benchmark government bonds for the US and the

euro area. Both of the corresponding yield curves

benefit from deep, liquid markets with a broad

range of maturities, and act as benchmarks for the

pricing of many other assets worldwide. They then

make use of this decomposition to study recent

drivers of US and euro area yields. In recent years,

government bond yields have not always responded

predictably to macroeconomic or monetary policy

news. Long-term yields in the US remained

stubbornly low even as the Federal Reserve initiated

a series of interest rate hikes away from zero starting

in late 2015. From mid-2016, as growth prospects

have picked up, yields in both the US and in Europe

have trended higher, but long-term yields have not

always kept up with those at the short-termend.

Analysts have debated the causes and implications

of a flat, or even downwards sloping, term structure

at a time of broadly robust growth.

As mentioned above, long-term interest rates can be

broken out into a part that reflects the expected

path of short-term interest rates and a term

premium. In standard finance theories, the latter

part represents the compensation, or risk premium,

that risk-averse investors demand for holding long-

term bonds. This compensation arises because the

return earned over the short term from holding

along-term bond is risky, whereas it is certain in the

short term for a bond that matures over the same

short investment horizon. While some types of

investor, such as pension funds, may consider long-

term bonds less risky given their long-

termliabilities, most other investors would tend to

view them as more risky.

More generally, though, the term premium would

reflect this type of compensation for risk only if

markets were perfectly functioning and

frictionless. In reality, a number of other influences

may affect bond yields, and thus the estimated

expectations and term premium components. One

such influence is supply-demandimbalances, such

as those brought on by outsize official sector

purchases of government bonds in recent years.

Such effects may be compounded by burgeoning

demand for long-term bonds from insurance and

pension funds, as they try to hedge duration risk,

especially in an environment of falling yields

(Domanski et al (2015)).Sometimes institutional

factors might lead to outsize investor demand for

Term premia models and some stylised facts

Benjamin H Cohen, Peter Hördahl, Dora Xia, BIS Quarterly Review, September 2018
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specific maturities, creating a “preferred habitat”

effect that will be reflected in term premia

(Modigliani and Sutch (1966), Vayanos and Vila

(2009)).

Yield curve models can offer a number of insights

about the drivers of movements in US and euro area

benchmark yields over the past several years. The

estimated term premia can differ sharply

depending on the model used but, in most cases,

they have trended downwards since the GFC. While

low term premia have helped to keep yields low,

recent yield movements have tended to reflect shifts

in expected short-termrates, particularly for the US

in 201718. Real risk premia, rather than premia for

inflation risk, appear to have generally played an

important role, while expected real rates have had a

greater effect on expected short rates than expected

inflation has.

What drives the term premia? The authors have

identified a number of possible factors, including

uncertainty, official sector purchases, the business

cycle and regulation. But the relative impact of

these factors can shift over time and is very hard to

measure. Moreover, other factors may also be at

work. Sound estimation methods for the bond

yield components are an important first step in

understanding how these factors play out in bond

markets and the wider economy.

Source: www.bis.org.in
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